Recharge & Write Activity

1. Each team places a cup in the center of the team to use as a “recharger.” To begin, each person places his or her pencil into the recharger.

2. Decide who is first Leader. He or she reads the first question and the team discusses possible answers. Team members do not have to agree on the answer.

3. When the whole team is ready, everyone takes out their pencils and writes the answer to the first question. Be sure to answer in your own words. No talking while writing!

4. After everyone answers the first question, they place their pencils back into the recharger.

5. Rotate Leaders for each question. Remember to discuss each question as a team before writing your own answer on paper.

Recharger Rules
Pencils in = Talking
Pencils out = No Talking
PMI

Plus (+): What did you enjoy about this lesson? Why?

Minus (-): What was difficult about this lesson? Why?

Interesting: Share something interesting you learned from this lesson.